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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

W

orking Americans face a retirement income
crisis. With the ongoing disappearance of
traditional pensions, millions of workers
have lost an important component of retirement security.
The 401(k)s and IRAs that have emerged in their wake
put nearly the entire risk of retirement insecurity on
those individual workers fortunate enough to have those
savings. The vast majority of workers face an insecure
future, due to changes in the economy ranging from
increased levels of long-term unemployment, to stagnant
wages, and growing income inequality.

Families, especially those caring for young children and persons with
disabling conditions, are struggling. Social Security is the solution,
but it is projecting a shortfall in about two decades.
The Social Security Works All Generations Plan addresses these three
inter-related challenges.
To address the retirement income crisis, the All
Generations Plan would:
██

██

██

Increase benefits for all current and future beneficiaries by 10
percent, up to a maximum of $150/month;
Ensure that benefits do not erode over time by enacting the more
accurate CPI-E;
Provide a minimum benefit of 125 percent of poverty at age 67
with 30 years of work.

“[The] conversation about retirement and Social
Security benefits is not just a conversation about
math. At its core, this is a conversation about our
values. It is a conversation about who we are as
a country and who we are as a people…”
—Senator Elizabeth Warren, Senate Speech.
November 18, 2013

██

██

To secure Social Security’s financing for generations
to come, the All Generations Plan would:
██

██

██

██

██

██

“This is the moment when we talk about
expanding Social Security.”
—Senator Elizabeth Warren, Rachel Maddow
Show, November 18, 2013

To strengthen protections across generations, the
All Generations Plan would:
██

██

██

II

Provide up to 12 weeks of family leave benefits upon birth/adoption of a child or illness of a covered worker or family member;
Provide up to 5 years of Social Security benefit credits for caring
for one or more children under age 6;
Facilitate higher education by restoring student benefits for

children up to age 22 in case of death/disability of covered
parents;
Provide a new child benefit of $1,000 upon the birth or adoption
of a child;
Enhance protections for Disabled Adult Children and disabled
widow(er)s.

Gradually eliminate the maximum taxable wage base, giving credit
for these contributions;
Introduce a dedicated 10 percent marginal income tax on income
over $1 million;
Treat all salary reduction plans the same as 401(k) plans with
respect to the definition of wages under Social Security;
Increase the Social Security contribution rate to 7.2 percent over
20 years;
Invest 40 percent of Trust Funds in equities, phased in from
2014-2028;
Combine the OASI Trust Fund with the DI Trust Fund.

The Social Security Works All Generations Plan raises sufficient
revenue to address the long-term shortfall and pay for significant
benefit improvements, including significant benefit increases for
today’s and tomorrow’s beneficiaries.
Social Security has transformed American life by providing prudent
and sensible insurance protections against risks to which all are
subject – retirement, disability and death. Each generation has built
on Social Security’s structure to improve the economic security of
America’s working families. Now it is our turn. The Social Security
Works All Generations Plan and other Social Security expansion
plans illustrate that many paths exist for building on our existing
Social Security system to provide stronger and affordable protection
for the American people.
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BACKGROUND

S

ocial Security works. It is the most efficient, fair,
secure and universal source of retirement income,
life insurance, and disability insurance available
in the United States. As powerful and effective as private
enterprise is, there are certain tasks that are performed
better collectively and cooperatively through government.
One of those tasks is the economic security provided
by Social Security when wages are lost as the result of
disability, death, or old age.

Generations of Americans built our Social Security system to
provide basic and widespread protection. This uniquely American
institution is based on an understanding that, as citizens and
human beings, we all share certain risks and vulnerabilities; and we
all have a stake in advancing practical and efficient mechanisms of
self- and mutual support.

A remarkable institution, Social Security has never failed to meet its
obligations. But, like the Constitution, the nation’s highway system,
and other major institutions, it requires adjustments and enhancements from time to time. Since 1935, in good times and bad, the
nation has built upon Social Security’s success, extending protections
and, when needed, strengthening financing.
Substantial improvements occurred in 1939, when protections were
added for the families of deceased and retired workers; in the early
1950s, when benefits were increased and coverage extended to agricultural and domestic workers; in 1956, when disability insurance
protection was added; in 1965, when Medicare health insurance
was added for persons 65 and over; and in 1972, when Congress
enacted legislation extending Medicare protections to Social Security
beneficiaries with long-term disabilities,1 as well as adjusting cash
benefits automatically, with the goal of assuring that they would not
lose their value over time as the result of inflation and productivity.
Since then, however, benefits have been cut.2 The last major Social
Security legislation, enacted in 1983, phased in substantial reductions, including a roughly 13 percent cut in retirement benefits
for persons born after 1960.3 According to the National Academy
of Social Insurance, Social Security’s retirement benefits will, in
2050, be about 24 percent lower than they would have been absent
changes enacted in 1983 and 1993.4
These cuts have occurred despite the fact that we are a wealthier
nation today than we were when the last substantial improvements
were enacted in 1972. These cuts are currently phasing in despite a
looming retirement income crisis facing the nation. The cuts have
come despite growing income and wealth inequality. Expanding
Social Security can help with both problems.
Social Security currently has a projected shortfall, still two decades
away. That shortfall and all benefit expansions can be fully paid
for without undue burden on anyone, just as they always have
been, throughout Social Security’s storied history over the last
three-quarters of a century. In addressing the cost, it is important to
recognize and keep in mind that, as important as the financing of
Social Security is, it is just a means to providing Americans with a
foundation of economic security, not the end in itself. The end is the
economic security of the American people.
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IMPROVING ECONOMIC SECURITY
FOR AMERICA’S WORKING FAMILIES

Figure 3. Most Workers Are Unable to
Save Adequately for Retirement
Typical Working-Age Household Has Only $3,000 in Retirement Account
Assets; Typical Near-Retirement Household Has Only $12,000
Households with
Retirement Accounts

All Households

25–34

35–44

T

his section describes three broad concerns the
Social Security Works All Generations Plan is
designed to help address: the retirement income
crisis; the need for greater protection for America’s
families; and the costs of the benefit expansions as well as
the currently projected shortfall.
ADDRESSING THE NATION’S RETIREMENT
INCOME CRISIS
The nation confronts a looming retirement income crisis. The
American Dream of maintaining one’s standard of living in retirement after a lifetime of work – never a reality for millions of workers
– is now fading for nearly all but the wealthiest among us. This crisis
is most acute for many in their mid-forties and fifties – those nearing

Figure 1. The National Retirement
Risk Index, 1983–2010
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Source: Alicia Munnell et al., “The National Retirement Risk: An Update,” Center for
Retirement Research at Boston College, Issue in Brief 12-20, October 2012.
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Even before the Great Recession, the outlines of this crisis were
clear. Applying the National Retirement Risk Index (NRRI), which
assumes people will work until age 65, researchers at Boston College
estimated that in 2006, 44 percent of households5 would not be
able to maintain their standards of living during their retirement
years; a figure which grew to 65 percent of households when the cost
of health and long-term care were taken into account.6 According
to Boston College’s Retirement Research Center, this represents a
$6.6 trillion dollar retirement income deficit: the aggregate shortfall

Medium Earner’s Replacement Rate at 65

60%

30%

retirement age – whose prospects for a secure retirement have been
greatly diminished by the declining value of occupational pensions,
loss of home equity, stagnant wages, job loss, the rising cost of
health care and loans many families have taken out to support their
children’s college education. Nevertheless, the crisis is likely to affect
those just entering the workforce as well.

0
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Source: Virginia P. Reno and Elisa A. Walker, “Social Security Benefits, Finances, and
Policy Options: A Primer,” National Academy of Social Insurance (2013).
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Figure 4. When Income Grows, Who Gains?
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Source: Nari Rhee, “The Retirement Savings Crisis: Is It Worse than We Think?”
National Institute on Retirement Security, June 2013.

between what households have versus what is needed to maintain
their standards of living in retirement.7 The virtual crash of the
economy furthered the deterioration of the retirement prospects of
countless individuals. A post-crash 2010 NRRI analysis shows a nine
percentage point increase, to 53 percent, of households on a glide
path to an inadequate retirement income, presumably more than 70
percent if health and long-term care costs are counted.8
Retirement income experts generally measure whether retirement
income is adequate by comparing that income to pre-retirement
wages. Because retirees do not have work expenses, they generally
do not need 100 percent of pre-retirement wages to maintain
their standards of living in retirement. Nevertheless, they generally
need a minimum of about 70 percent. Low-wage workers need
a higher proportion of income, as much as 88 percent, replaced
because their tax liabilities and other pre-retirement expenses do
not decline as much. Moreover, because low-wage workers have
less discretionary income during their working lives, they generally
save less and so have fewer savings on which to draw in retirement.
And because a greater percentage of their wages have gone to
necessities, they need more of those wages replaced in retirement.
This is why, from the beginning, Social Security has provided
benefits that represent a larger percentage of pre-retirement income
for lower income workers than higher income workers.
From the beginning, Social Security has provided benefits that represent a larger percentage of preretirement income for lower income
workers than higher income workers, for the reasons stated above.
Unfortunately, Social Security’s replacement rates for all beneficiaries

Average incomes grew
by $22,204

Average incomes grew
by $17,458

The richest 10% got 33%
of that growth.

The richest 10% got 91%
of that growth.

The bottom 90% shared
67% of income growth.

The bottom 90% shared
9% of income growth.

Source: “When Income Grows, Who Gains?” Economic Policy Institute, The State of
Working America, 2012 (in 2012 dollars).

have been decreasing and are projected to continue to do so. The
chart in Figure 2 shows the declining replacement rates for workers
who earn around $40,000 a year.
In the past, some workers, predominantly those in unions, had
access to private sector defined benefits, which, while not portable,
did provide a good supplement for workers who remained with the
same companies for their careers. Today, those plans are nearing
extinction in the private sector, and those remaining in the public
sector are under ferocious attack.9 They have been replaced with
401(k) and other savings plans which concentrate all the market risk
on the individual. And, collectively, for the vast majority of working Americans, 401(k)s and similar private schemes have failed to
become an appreciable source of retirement, as shown in Figure 3.
With the decline in unionization and, with it, traditional pension
plans, retirement preparedness has turned into an “on-your-own, doit-yourself ” affair. Yet what is needed for a secure retirement, as well
as for replacement of wages in the event of severe and permanent
disability or death is guaranteed income in the form of insurance.10
Social Security is the only institution in our society that can provide
that universal mandatory insurance.

STRENGTHENING FAMILY PROTECTIONS FOR
ALL GENERATIONS
Although seen by many as a program for seniors, Social Security
in reality is a family protection program. It is the nation’s largest
children’s program, providing benefits directly or indirectly, at
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Figure 5. Great Recession Pushes Wealth
Gap Between Typical And Wealthiest
Households To Record High
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Source: “Great Recession Pushes Wealth Gap Between Typical and Wealthiest Households
to Record High,” Economic Policy Institute, The State of Working America, 2012.

any one point in time, to about 8 percent of the nation’s children.
It is, as well, the largest source of income for “ Grandfamilies”
– families in which grandparents and other relatives (e.g., great
aunts) share their homes with grandchildren.11 In addition to
being the most important source of life and disability insurance
for families with young children, Social Security will also be the
most reliable life, disability, and retirement protection for these
children when they are older.
Still, some claim that there is intergenerational unfairness where
more federal funds go to seniors than to children. Though this is
not the place to debunk that line of reasoning, it is important to
understand that those analyses are seriously flawed, conceptually as
well as in their details. They focus on age, when, as shown in Figure
4, for many years, the growth of the economy has primarily benefited the very well-off, not the middle class, not low-wage workers,
and certainly not the poor.
The real culprits are pernicious and growing economic inequality (see
Figure 5), deregulation of the financial sector, insufficiently regulated
healthcare expenditures, tax cuts, unfunded wars, globalization and
employment policies. These are the forces greatly undermining the
well-being of the nation’s children, especially disadvantaged low- and
middle-income children, as well as working-age adults and seniors.
The reality is that those societies that spend most on their seniors
also spend most on their children.12 Social Security helps all generations. By all of us contributing for the good of all, it has helped
4
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build a strong middle class and taken some of the sharpest edges off
inequality. Because other pressures in society have caused those gains
to erode, Social Security’s role should be increased.
Because families are under increasing stress, financial and otherwise, Social Security’s role should be increased. Today’s families,
especially those with young children, are struggling, with working
parents often holding two jobs to make ends meet. Time spent
caring for young children and other family members is an incredibly important transfer that takes place largely within the context
of family and friendship. The “stuff” of family and community
life, it is also the first, and continuing, line of support when
illness strikes and when family members deal with functional
disabilities. But this care, usually freely given, carries large costs
for those providing it, more often than not women. Providing this
essential care often compromises earnings, employment advancement, and credit towards Social Security and other retirement
protections. The time is right for Social Security to provide more
support to family caregivers and those for whom they care. The
All Generations Plan uses Social Security, as other nations do with
their Social Security programs, to provide still more support for
families and children.13

SECURING SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING FOR
GENERATIONS TO COME
Social Security’s benefits are modest by virtually any measure.
Moreover, the program is extremely efficient. It returns more than
99 percent of its income in benefits, using less than a penny on the
dollar for administrative costs.14 The program’s entire shortfall is less
than 1 percent of gross domestic product (“GDP”).
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Social Security, which is projecting a modest shortfall, still two
decades away, would be restored to actuarial balance by increasing
its revenue by 0.9 percent of GDP.15 This is a modest amount to pay
when the percentage of seniors in the population will grow from
about 12 percent to 20 percent. It is a modest amount to pay to
maintain basic economic security for America’s families. Moreover,
if the economy grows at even modest rates over the next 50 years,
as economists and actuaries project it will, at a minimum, then
investing more than one percent of GDP to expand Social Security
protections is fully affordable.16
Though most Americans have been convinced that Social Security
is unaffordable and younger workers do not believe they will receive
benefits, Social Security, in truth, is extremely efficient and affordable, as shown in Figure 6.
The facts belie the message of a well-orchestrated campaign to
paint Social Security as unaffordable. In spite of recessions, the
nation’s per capita GDP, adjusted for inflation, doubled over forty
years, from roughly $24,000 in 1970 to $48,000 in December
2010 (see Figure 7).17

Party Affiliation

Source: Jasmine Tucker et al., “Strengthening Social Security: What Do Americans Want?”
National Academy of Social Insurance, 2013.

Expanding Social Security is constrained by political will and misinformation, not economic possibilities or what, according to poll
after poll, the American people want. As polling from the National
Academy of Social Insurance has shown, this support cuts across all
demographic and economic groups, and is shared by Republicans,
Democrats, and Independents.
Expanding Social Security, a time-tested and valued institution, is a
realistic solution to the growing retirement income crisis; it advances
justice for the nation’s family caregivers; and it is a modest offset for
the nation’s unsustainable economic inequality. It provides the most
secure and widespread protection that Americans have, today and
tomorrow, against loss of earnings arising from the death, disability
and retirement of workers.

For good and sound reasons, the majority of Social Security’s
financing has always come from contributions of employers and
employees. Under the All Generations Plan, that will continue.
The Social Security Amendments of 1983 introduced a new source
of progressive revenue in the form of dedicated income tax revenue
from the taxation of benefits of higher income retirees. We propose
additional sources of progressive revenue, which have the felicitous
byproduct of reducing, to a small extent, our nation’s growing
income inequality.
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IN BRIEF:

APPENDIX I

Social Security Works All Generations Plan

I

n this section we provide a brief description of our
proposal. For a more extensive description, please see
Appendix I. For the costs and savings of each proposal
individually, please see the chart contained in Appendix
II. As that chart shows, the All Generations Plan restores
Social Security to full actuarial balance for the next 75
years and beyond.

We strongly believe that when Social Security legislation is considered, the companion program, Supplemental Security Income
(“SSI”), should, as recommended in a recent National Senior
Citizens Law Center report, be expanded as well. Targeted to
persons with very little income, SSI provides monthly benefits to 8.3
million persons, aged 65 and older, blind, or disabled. SSI’s income
disregards have not been updated since the program was enacted
in 1972 and its resource limit has not been increased since 1984.
Its maximum federal benefit payment remains very low at $721 a

information and applying for benefits. As the result of severe budget
cuts, that excellent service has been jeopardized. In addition to
expanding Social Security’s modest benefits, which will create additional administrative costs, Congress should, as a recent report of the
Strengthen Social Security Coalition highlights, provide adequate
funding to reduce backlogs and ensure the world class service that
American workers and their families deserve.20

ADDRESSING THE RETIREMENT INCOME CRISIS
██

██
██

Increase monthly benefit amounts for all current and future
beneficiaries
Ensure that workers will not retire into poverty after a lifetime of work
Ensure that the value of benefits do not erode over time

STRENGTHENING FAMILY PROTECTIONS FOR
ALL GENERATIONS
██
██

██

██

██

Increase benefits for families of disabled, deceased, or retired workers
Provide paid family leave upon the birth or adoption of a child, or
the illness of a family member or worker
Support care-giving functions of family by crediting that work
toward future benefits
Facilitate attainment of higher education by children whose
parents have died or become seriously and permanently disabled
Provide targeted benefit improvements for people with disabilities

T

his appendix provides a more detailed discussion
of the costs and savings of the proposals presented
in the Social Security Works All Generations
Plan. The plan raises sufficient revenue to address the
projected 75-year shortfall and pay for significant benefit
enhancements including significant benefit increases for
today’s and tomorrow’s beneficiaries.
Social Security’s actuaries make annual 75-year projections of the
financial status of Social Security, Old-Age, Survivors and Disability
Insurance (OASDI), by comparing anticipated program expenditures
as a percent of all earnings subject to the payroll tax to anticipated
revenues as a percent of taxable payroll. Coming up with a 75-year
deficit or surplus expressed as a percent of taxable payroll is much
more useful than dollar amounts because over 75 years the value of
the dollar will change considerably and even so-called constant dollars
involve extremely large numbers. (It is the same reason that astronomers express distances in light-years rather than miles or kilometers.)
Because the main source of Social Security’s financing is from taxable

payroll, expressing the projected deficit/surplus and the cost/savings of
proposals in that form permits an easy comparison of costs.
Based on the actuaries’ estimates, in 2013 Social Security’s Board
of Trustees reported that under the most widely-accepted set of
assumptions, the program had a 2.72 percent of taxable payroll
shortfall over the 75 year estimating period. In other words, the
entire shortfall could be eliminated totally if the payroll tax rates on
employers and employees, each, were increased immediately from
6.2 percent to 7.56 percent. That provides a sense of scale, but, as
the All Generations Plan details, we believe that there are better ways
to eliminate the projected shortfall and finance the projected costs of
the improvements described in Appendix II.
In keeping with this standard method of expressing costs/savings
and deficits/ surpluses, the chart in Appendix 2 expresses the
increased cost or savings from each element of the Social Security
Works All Generations Plan in terms of percent of taxable payroll.
The cost and revenue estimates are preliminary and do not include
interaction effects.21

SECURING SOCIAL SECURITY’S FINANCING
FOR GENERATIONS TO COME
██

██

██

month for individuals and $1,082 for couples in 2014. As is the
case for Social Security, the SSI COLA understates the impact of
inflation on seniors and persons with disabilities.18 These and other
shortcomings should be addressed.19

██

██

It perhaps goes without saying that benefits earned on paper are
worthless if workers and their families are unable to access them.
From the beginning, those administering Social Security were committed to timely, helpful, and accurate assistance to those seeking
6

Starting in 2016, gradually eliminate “the cap,” the maximum
taxable wage base, giving credit for these contributions
In recognition of the growing wealth inequality, require those with
annual incomes in excess of $1 million to pay a new dedicated tax
to Social Security
In recognition that additional revenues are needed to safeguard
the retirement income security of today’s and tomorrow’s workers,
gradually raise employer and employee payroll tax contribution
rate to 7.2% over 20 years.
Diversify trust fund investments by gradually investing 40% of
trust funds in equities
In recognition that Social Security’s old age, survivors, and
disability benefits are inextricably intertwined, combine the Old
Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund with the Disability
Insurance Trust Fund
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Figure 9. Social Security Benefit Levels Under Various CPI Measures
(For Average Earner Retiring at Age 65, in wage-indexed 2012 Dollars)
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The Plan generates 5.70 percent of taxable income which is sufficient to address the 2.72 percent of taxable payroll shortfall, pay for
all proposed benefit improvements and provide for a .38 percent of
taxable payroll surplus.

ADDRESSING THE RETIREMENT INCOME CRISIS
Increase benefits for all current and future
beneficiaries
Social Security’s benefits are extremely modest, averaging just $1,162
a month for all beneficiaries in September 2013. This proposal
would increase the benefits of all current and future beneficiaries
by a full ten percent up to a maximum of $150 a month. The $150
maximum would be indexed annually to account for wage growth.
Ensure that benefits do not erode over time by
enacting a more accurate measure of the cost of
living experienced by seniors and people with
disabilities
In recognition that seniors purchase different goods and services, and
so experience different rates of inflation, than the general population,
Congress, in 1987, directed the Bureau of Labor Statistics to develop a
new consumer price index for the elderly. In response, BLS constructed the CPI-E, the experimental Consumer Price Index for Americans
8

62 years of age and over. The CPI-E is generally higher than the measures used for the working and general population primarily because
seniors spend more money on health care, which has risen more than
prices generally, and less on clothes and recreation, where prices have
risen slower. Nevertheless, Congress has never changed the index
used to adjust Social Security benefits. Our proposal would require
Social Security to use the more accurate CPI-E to adjust benefits every
January once they have begun to be paid.

OUR PLAN RAISES SUFFICIENT
REVENUE TO ADDRESS THE
PROJECTED 75-YEAR SHORTFALL
AND PAY FOR SIGNIFICANT
BENEFIT ENHANCEMENTS
As Figure 9 shows, the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage
Earners (CPI-W), currently used to determine the COLA, produces
a smaller benefit adjustment which grows each year. The ChainedCPI (C-CPI) which some are proposing as a benefit cut, would
result in even larger losses, relative to the CPI-E.
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Ensure that workers will not retire into poverty after
a lifetime of work
From the beginning, Social Security supporters believed that
workers who contributed to Social Security should receive benefits
larger than they could receive simply by applying for means-tested
welfare. A minimum benefit was included in the 1939 amendments,
but because the formula did not differentiate between high-paid
workers who had only a few years of work and low-paid workers
with long work histories, Congress in 1972 introduced the so-called
special minimum for low income workers with many years of work.
Because the special minimum is only indexed to the rise in prices,
not wages, it has not kept pace with Social Security benefits generally. Consequently, it covers fewer and fewer workers each year. Our
proposal would update the special minimum benefit to equal 125
percent of the federal poverty level. As a consequence, the fact of
growing older will not result in impoverished old age for workers
and their families after a lifetime of hard work.
Specifically, our proposal reconfigures the special minimum benefit as
follows: (a) A year of coverage is defined as a year in which 4 quarters
of coverage are earned. (b) At implementation, set the Primary
Insurance Amount (PIA) for 30 years of coverage equal to 125 percent

of the monthly poverty level. For those with under 30 years of coverage but more than ten, the PIA per year of coverage is proportionately
reduced. Our proposal would index the initial PIA per year of coverage by wage growth for successive cohorts.

STRENGTHENING FAMILY PROTECTIONS FOR
ALL GENERATIONS
Increase benefits for families of disabled, deceased,
or retired workers
Because the benefits of children and other qualified family members
are derived from the same single benefit formula, the first proposal
described above will increase the benefits of all current and future
family members who themselves are beneficiaries
Provide paid family leave upon the birth or adoption of a child, the illness of a family member, or the
illness of a worker
Workers who are insured for Social Security disability benefits would
be eligible for up to 12 weeks of paid leave in the event of the birth
or adoption, illness of a family member, or illness of the covered
worker. The benefit would be two-thirds of gross salary, capped to a
monthly ceiling of $4,000 a month, indexed to wage growth.
In recognition of the value of care-giving, credit that
work toward future benefits
Anyone who has cared for children or sick relatives knows how important to the family and how hard that work is, yet it is unremunerated.
In order to increase the economic security of those who engage in this
invaluable but uncompensated labor, our proposal provides up to five
years of quarters of coverage and earnings credits, equal to one-half of
Social Security’s average-wage index for all past years, to newly eligible
retired- and disabled-worker beneficiaries.

UNDER OUR PLAN, GROWING
OLDER WILL NOT RESULT
IN POVERTY FOR WORKERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES AFTER A
LIFETIME OF HARD WORK
Specifically, the proposal would give credit to parents with a
child under age 6 for earnings for up to five years. The earnings credited for a childcare year would equal one half of the
SSA average wage index. The credits would be available for all
past years to newly eligible retired-worker and disabled-worker
beneficiaries starting in 2014. The 5 years are chosen to yield the
largest increase in AIME.

SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS ALL GENERATIONS PLAN
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Provide new child benefit of $1,000 at birth or adoption of a child

the maximum paying into Social Security all year, as other workers do. Consistent with how Social Security has always operated,
all wages on which contributions are made would be counted in
calculating benefits, as described below.

Additional expenses come along with bringing a child into a family.
The $1,000 benefit would be paid when the newborn child of a
covered worker receives their Social Security card or when an adop-

The maximum wage base would gradually be eliminated over ten
years, between 2015 and 2024, as follows: Ten percent of workers’
earnings in excess of the current law maximum would be covered by
Social Security in 2015, twenty percent would be covered in 2016,
and so on, with all earnings covered in 2024 and beyond.

ANYONE WHO HAS CARED FOR
CHILDREN OR SICK RELATIVES
KNOWS HOW IMPORTANT TO
THE FAMILY THAT WORK IS –
YET IT IS UNREMUNERATED

Consistent with Social Security’s progressive benefit formula, which
provides benefits which are a higher dollar amount but represent a
lower rate of return for workers (and their families) who earn more
and contribute more to Social Security, our proposal would provide
benefits, in the event of death, disability and death, which are higher
dollar amounts, though lower rates of return, to those workers (and
their families) who earn above the current-law maximum and contribute to Social Security on those wages, as a result of this proposal.

tion is finalized. This one-time payment would be to the parent or
parents residing in the same household as the newly-born or newlyadopted child. The payment would be accompanied by information
about the Social Security protections earned on behalf of the child
by the covered parent(s).
Facilitate the attainment of higher education by
children whose parents are insured under Social
Security and have died or become seriously and
permanently disabled
Most parents see their responsibility toward their children to
include helping them obtain post-secondary school education,
if the children so desire. In recognition that parents who are no
longer earning wages as the result of death or disability cannot
provide for their children, Social Security used to provide children’s benefits not just to age 18, but to children ages 19 to 22, if
those children were enrolled in college, university, or vocational
programs. In a misguided effort at cost-saving, that student benefit
was repealed in 1981. Our proposal would restore the student
benefit for children, up to age 22, who are attending college,
university or vocational programs.
Encourage independence and work of disabled adult
children and support families giving care to them
Under current law, Social Security’s maximum family benefit
formula, which limits the amount that can be paid based on
a worker’s earnings record, may apply, regardless of whether
the disabled adult child (DAC) lives at home. This can have
the unfortunate side effect of reducing benefits for the parents
because when a disabled adult child beneficiary draws benefits,
the worker’s benefits and the benefits of any other dependent(s)
are adjusted for the family maximum. While this adjustment may
make sense when a DAC beneficiary lives in the family home and
shares household expenses, it makes little sense for the increasing
number of DAC beneficiaries who do not live with their parents,
and poses a significant barrier for DAC beneficiaries who wish to
live more independently.
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Provide equity for disabled widow(er)s by eliminating both the age-50 requirement and 7-year rule,
and by providing unreduced benefits
Under current law, a disabled widow(er) may only collect benefits
if she or he is at least age 50, and the disability began within seven
years of the worker’s death or seven years after the last month he or
she was eligible to receive a benefit as a surviving spouse with child
in care. Relative to disability benefits for other adults, benefits for
disabled widow(er)s are substantially lower, 71 percent of the deceased
spouses PIA, from ages 50 through 59 and also subject to reductions if
accepted from age 60 through 64.
Our proposal would extend protection to persons under age 50,
eliminate the seven year rule and provide benefits equal to 100 percent of the deceased spouse’s PIAs, aligning the treatment of disabled
widow(er)s more closely to that of other disability beneficiaries.

SECURING SOCIAL SECURITY’S FINANCING
Starting in 2015, gradually eliminate the maximum
contributions and benefits wage base, resulting in
larger benefits for workers who earn and contribute
more and for their families
Under current law, employees contribute to Social Security 6.2 percent
of their wages up to a maximum wage of $117,000 in 2014, with an
equal amount matched by employers. Zero is contributed with respect
to wages above that amount. Only those wages on which contributions are made are taken into account in determining benefits.
Our proposal would eliminate the maximum taxable wage base by
2024 for both employers and employees. When fully phased in, this
would result in the roughly 6 percent of workers with earnings above

SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS ALL GENERATIONS PLAN

From the beginning, Social Security has employed a progressive
benefit formula in recognition that lower wage workers have less
discretionary income and less ability to save, and so need a larger
percentage of their preretirement wages replaced to maintain the
standard of living they enjoyed during their working years.
To calculate benefits, a worker’s career earnings are indexed to
account for real wage growth, averaged to determine a monthly
amount, (the “average indexed monthly earnings” or AIME) inserted

in Social Security’s progressive formula, and then adjusted, based
on the age at which the worker first retires and other factors. The
formula for 2014 is:
The sum of:
(a) 90 percent of the first $816 of average indexed monthly
earnings, plus
(b) 32 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over $816
and through $4,917, plus
(c) 15 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over $4,917.
The percentage factors are fixed by law while the dollar amounts
(known as “bend points,”) are adjusted annually by the percentage
increase of average wages nationwide.
Our proposal would add two additional brackets onto the formula
to take into account the elimination of the current-law maximum
benefits base. The new percentage factors will be 5 percent and 0.25
percent and the bend points will be at about the level of the current
law maximum (divided by 12 to achieve a monthly amount), or
$9,750 (indexed to the AWI)), and twice that amount, or $18,500
(indexed to AWI). As a result, under our proposal Social Security’s
benefit formula will be, in 2014 dollars:
The sum of:
(a) 90 percent of the first $816 of average indexed monthly
earnings, plus
(b) 32 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over $816
and through $4,917, plus
(c) 15 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over $4,917
and through $9,750, plus
(c) 5 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over $9,750
and through $18,500, plus
(c) 0.25 percent of average indexed monthly earnings over
$18,500

SOCIAL SECURITY HAS AN
ACCUMULATED RESERVE OF $2.7
TRILLION, WHICH BY LAW IS
INVESTED SOLELY IN INTERESTBEARING OBLIGATIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES
Enact a new dedicated 10 percent marginal income
tax rate on yearly incomes in excess of $1 million (No
additional tax would be levied on the first $1 million
dollars of yearly income).
In 1983, Congress created a new dedicated revenue stream from
the taxation of benefits of higher income taxpayers. This proposal
SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS ALL GENERATIONS PLAN
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builds on that provision by creating a new dedicated source of
revenue from the taxation of incomes above $1 million. Those
fortunate taxpayers would pay no additional tax on their first $1
million of income. On their million and first dollar, and every dollar after that, they simply pay an additional 10 cents. This strikes
us as extremely reasonable to ask of those who have benefited so
greatly from the common wealth.

APPENDIX II
SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS ALL GENERATIONS PLAN*
Current Projected 75 year shortfall as a percent of taxable payroll

OUR PROPOSAL WOULD
ELIMINATE THE MAXIMUM
TAXABLE WAGE BASE BY 2024
FOR BOTH EMPLOYERS AND
EMPLOYEES

Addressing the Retirement Income Crisis
Increase benefits for all current and future beneficiaries by 10%, up to a maximum of $150 a month (adjusted for inflation after 2014)

Treat all salary reduction plans the same as 401(k)
plans with respect to the definition of wages under
Social Security.

Combine the OASI Trust Fund with DI Trust Fund

Increase Social Security contribution rate by 1/20th
of a percentage point per year from 2020-2039 until
the rate reaches 7.2 percent on both employers and
employees.

Social Security’s disability, survivors and retirement benefits are all
intertwined, generated from the same benefit formula. For this reason, the annual trustees report often treats the separate trust funds as
a single entity. This proposal simply makes that change a reality.

Social Security’s contribution rate has not been increased since 1990.
This proposal would increase the rate modestly and gradually. Its
impact would be to require a worker earning an average income to
contribute about 50 cents more a week to our Social Security system.

Policymakers should address the retirement income crisis, improve
the economic security of America’s working families, and eliminate,
without cuts, Social Security’s projected long-range shortfall. The
Social Security Works All Generations Plan provides a road map for
those efforts. Other expansion plans exist as well: some with different, or more modest, benefit expansions; others that rely on different
financing mechanisms. (In that regard, two financing sources we
did not include, but believe should receive serious consideration,
are dedicated revenues from a financial transactions tax and or the
federal estate tax). Together, these plans illustrate that there are many
paths to building on our existing Social Security system to provide
stronger and affordable protection for the American people.

Social Security currently has an accumulated reserve of $2.7 trillion,
which by law is invested solely in interest-bearing obligations of
the United States. Standard investment advice is to diversify one’s
portfolio, investing in both equities and bond instruments. This
proposal would achieve that diversification.

Cost/Savings as percent of taxable payroll

-1.20

Ensure that benefits do not erode over time by enacting the more accurate CPI-E

-.37

Provide a minimum benefit, at full benefit age, of 125 percent of poverty for covered workers, who have
30 years of work

-.19

Strengthening Family Protections for All Generations

By treating all salary reduction plans the same as 401(k) plans with
respect to the definition of wages under Social Security, this proposal
corrects an inconsistency in the law.

Invest 40 percent of Trust Funds in equities, phased
in from 2014-2028

-2.72

The proposal directs 40 percent of trust fund assets to be invested
by 2028 in a broadly diversified, indexed equity fund or funds. Like
other federal plans, including the Federal Railroad Retirement Plan
and the Federal Reserve Board pension plan, that invest their assets
in this manner, a variety of safeguards would be introduced to assure
no interference with the market or the entities in which the trust
funds are invested. A Federal Reserve-like board would be appointed
responsible for selecting indexed funds or funds in which to invest
Social Security assets and responsible for hiring fund managers.

Provide up to 12 weeks of paid family leave upon the birth or adoption of a child, the illness of a covered
worker or family member

-.40

In recognition of the value of care-giving, give credits towards future Social Security benefits for up to five
years of caring for a child under age 6.

-.25

Facilitate higher education by restoring student benefits for children up to age 22 whose covered parents
have died or become disabled

-.07

Provide $1,000 new child benefit at birth or adoption of a child

-.07

Encourage work and support family caregiving by not applying the Family Maximum when Disabled Adult
Children do not live at home

-.01

Provide equity for disabled widow(er)s by eliminating both the age 50 requirement and 7-year rule, and
by providing unreduced benefits

-.04

Securing Social Security’s Financing for Generations to Come
Starting in 2016, gradually eliminate the maximum taxable wage base, giving credit for these contributions, up to a maximum benefit

+1.95

Enact a new dedicated 10% marginal income tax rate on yearly incomes in excess of $1 million (No additional tax on the first $1 million of yearly income)

+1.50

Treat all salary reduction plans the same as 401(k) plans with respect to the definition of wages under
Social Security

+.25

Increase Social Security contribution rate by 1/20th of a percentage point per year, on employers and
employees each, from 2020-2039, until rate reaches 7.2 percent on both employers and employees

+1.41

Invest 40% of Trust Funds in equities, phased in from 2014-2028
Combine the OASI Trust Fund with DI Trust Fund

LONG-RANGE SURPLUS

+.59
0
+0.38

*These estimates are preliminary and do not include the interaction effects.
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